Message for Hungar
Definitely have a bowl with a spine in it Don’t make it all pool coping make it for everybody to ride definitely 5
to 6 feet tall about a 5 foot spine in the bowl put a park and a street section
Bowl please! And please make it happen! 🙂
Build it strong to handle the midwestern weather and various types of riders (bike, scooter, skateboard...)
Build wide ramps and build longer, taller transitions. These 4’ wide obstacles being built often could be so much
better if you didn’t have to hit it straight on and could carve across it to do your trick. Also Ramps made really
small with super tight transitions are not fun to ride. Maximize the ramps potential by making them the correct
Bump to rail, a good pyramid not steep, a frame with rail in the middle.
Check other successful skateparks:
Hammond/Hessville Park
Grant Park Skatepark
Roselle, IL Skatepark
Concrete park with lights! LIGHTS LIGHTS LIGHTS!
Concrete, good amount of space between obstacles
Cruising is a big part of my skating, I’d love to be ale to have a smooth cruise throughout the park
Davenport, Iowa.
Vail, Colorado.
Riverside Skatepark Detroit, Michigan.
Don’t build it in a bad area. Also a covered area for shade.
Dyer skatepark perfect hip, with better run up
For designs it would be good to have a flowing park not a park like Hessville, the CP skatepark right now flows
and no one usually gets snakes because it’s a good setup so something like our old one but with a new twist and
Hessville continuous flow
Honestly considering that we already have many parks that include a lot of transition it would be nice to have a
street plaza park. Hessville skatepark was just built in the area this year and many people from all over drive 1+
hours to skate the bowl and the transition section and I don’t think people from crown point would mind to just
drive there rather than building another permanent skatepark with a bowl when we already have one in the
area. This area is lacking on street plaza parks like “Westchester (California), “Surprise Farms (Arizona)”, “El
Sereno (California)”. These are all parks that people in the area that have been skating for atleast 5 years like.
Many of the most experienced skateboarders in our area have been wanting a more street style park since we
have a nice park that has plenty transition. Considering that the old crown point skatepark was mostly transition
it will be hard to get the locals to be on board with a more street style park but many people don’t realize there
I haven't been skating for a long time, and a lot of my choices here were based on my inexperience, including
lower stair counts and the quarter as opposed to a halfpipe. Although I'd love to have my suggestions included
in the park, don't forget more experienced skaters who can use the more difficult obstacles more than I can.
I would hope the park could come out a little more street oriented than the rest of the parks around here. Using
transition elements to flow the park along make sense but by no means should the park be transition based
I would like a park that flows really well, it still has its own sections with their own purpose, but I want it to feel
I would like to have the new park be as much like the old park as possible. I also don’t want any transitions to
I would really like a bowl with different sizes
It has to be a good combination of street and transitions
Just a nice skate plaza it's been a park setup for years time to change and let street riders get a chance at
just maintain it so it doesnt get run down
just more of an open concept and not these flow parks they make today where everyone has to start at the
same end and you have to wait for six people to go.

Just simple nothing crazy pro
Keep the spirit of the current park as a guide to build something better than what is there
Lots of transition not street and it’s really steep
Lots of transition not street and it’s so steep
Lots of transtion than street obstacles
Make sure the transition isnt too steep
Love the current park but without the holes
MINI RAMP AND PYRAMID
Mostly transition, yet basic street elements as well.
Nice flow. Opposite of Dyer. Absolutely nothing like the schererville skatepark.
Not super steep but kinda steep.
Only riders aloud
Please add lights that stay on till at least 10 to 11. It is very hard to get to the skatepark during the day with
work schedules. Lights would be well appreciated by everyone in the action sports community.
Please consider long term durability when choosing the material for the park.
Please do something fun for everyone. I love the design of the park in Peru indiana. You guys build beautiful
parks im stoked to see how crown point is going to be.
please dont make it all transition.
Please keep it the same
Please no street plaza. Go to Chase bank downtown for that shit. Banks, quarters, hips, bowls!
Really nice transition with a good line to take on scooter/bike
Really nice transition with a good line to take on scooter/bike
Setup like hestville park
Shelter area.. concession area or vending machines.. good lighting.. a good way to monitor it so it doesnt get
That the skateboard park doesn’t leave any unused space and makes it compact enough.
The layout should not have a lot of obstacles crammed together. The space needs to be utilized properly.
The park designs just needs to have a good flow. In my opinion
The park designs just needs to have a good flow. In my opinion
Very bike friendly
Wood Ramps Please
You guys are great at designing parks with good flow. Our community would also love a park with good flow.
If stairs are of high demand please just try to incorporate them to not interrupt the flow.

